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Abstract
The Emotional and Behavioral Screener (EBS) is a recently developed teacher-reported brief screening instrument for identifying students who are at-risk of an emotional or behavioral disorder (EBD). Although prior research supports the technical adequacy of scores from the EBS, there is a gap in the literature regarding strong evidence of the factor structure underlying EBS scores. This study investigated the latent structure of scores from the EBS in a sample of 646 elementary students who were rated by their teachers in a 2-week screening period. Single-factor confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and bifactor models were used to test the hypothesis that EBS scores are a measure of both overall emotional and behavioral risk and students’ externalizing and internalizing behaviors. Results supported a bifactor structure, in that scores from the EBS can be considered to represent a general factor (i.e., risk of EBD) and two group factors (i.e., externalizing and internalizing domains). Findings have implications for interpreting scores when using the EBS as a universal screener for the risk of EBD.
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Universal screening within prevention-oriented frameworks, such as Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS), is one way in which schools can promote the academic and behavioral well-being of all students (Dowdy, Ritchey, & Kamphaus, 2010; Sugai & Horner, 2009). Data from screenings can be used within a multiple gating approach in which at-risk students are followed up with additional assessment before receiving services targeted to reduce risk and/or the development of a disability (Severson, Walker, Hope-Doolittle, Kratochwill, & Gresham, 2007). Currently, many more schools conduct universal screenings for academic difficulties than those that engage in screening in the area of mental health (Bruhn, Woods-Groves, & Huddle, 2014; Romer & McIntosh, 2005). Evidence that approximately 20% of children and adolescents have a mental health disorder that may result in impairment
in school and other settings (Costello, Mustillo, Erkanli, Keeler, & Angold, 2003; Merikangas et al., 2010) suggests that students with emotional and behavioral difficulties are underidentified in schools. Furthermore, students who develop a diagnosable disorder often exhibit early indicators (Pihlakoski et al., 2006) that could be identified through systematic screening for emotional and behavioral risk.

Emotional and behavioral risk can be defined as the early symptoms of behaviors that make students more susceptible to later developing an emotional or behavioral disorder (EBD; Kamphaus, 2012). Compared with those without disabilities, students with EBDs have poor outcomes (Bradley, Doolittle, & Bartolotta, 2008). That is, students with EBD score lower on measures of academic achievement, are suspended at high rates, are often absent from school, and are more likely to drop out of high school (Wagner, 1995; Wagner, Kutash, Duchnowski, Epstein, & Sumi, 2005). Once they leave school, students with EBD have high rates of unemployment and involvement in the justice system, and are less likely to enroll in postsecondary education (Wagner et al., 2005). Given the negative outcomes of students with EBD, schools should conduct systematic screening for emotional and behavioral risk, as it is a more reliable method (as compared with teacher or self-referral) for identifying students who are at risk for mental health disorders (Eklund et al., 2009; Husky et al., 2011).

In addition to being technically adequate and easy to use (Glover & Albers, 2007), Emotional and Behavioral Screeners (EBSs) must sufficiently measure the construct of interest with appropriate theoretical and empirical support (Glover & Albers, 2007; Kane, 2013). Within the context of school-based prevention of EBD, screeners should measure early symptoms that are predictive of a range of negative mental health outcomes (Kamphaus, Reynolds, & Dever, 2014; National Research Council and Institute of Medicine Committee on the Prevention of Mental Disorders and Substance Abuse Among Children, Youth and Young Adults: Research Advances and Promising Interventions, 2009). This implies that screeners should capture indicators of externalizing behavior problems (e.g., aggression) and internalizing problems (e.g., anxiety), as these are constructs that are related to mental health. This is particularly salient within the school context, as reliance solely on teacher referral often results in a focus on externalizing problems, as students with internalizing problems are often underreferred (McIntosh, Ty, & Miller, 2014). Within the context of school-based prevention, it is relevant and important that screening measures include indicators of the characteristics of the federal definition of EBD.

**EBS**

One recently developed universal screening measure is the EBS (Cullinan & Epstein, 2013b). The EBS is a teacher report universal screener designed to assess the early indication of symptoms that would be predictive of EBD. The EBS was developed in response to the need for a brief, useful, and technically adequate universal behavioral screener to support schools’ prevention-oriented systems (e.g., MTSS) that were adopted after substantial changes in federal legislation (i.e., 2004 reauthorization of the Individuals With Disabilities Education Improvement Act) that, among other things, called for the use of valid assessments for identifying students at risk of disabilities. The 10 items on the EBS were drawn from the Scales for Assessing Emotional Disturbance–Second Edition (SAED-2; Epstein & Cullinan, 2010), a nationally norm-referenced measure of the five characteristics of EBD. EBS items were drawn from the SAED-2 because it measures the five characteristics of emotional disturbance (ED) in the federal definition, is psychometrically sound, and has national norms (Epstein & Cullinan, 2010). During the development of the EBS, items were selected that represented each of the five characteristics of EBD and multiple trial versions with differing scale lengths were tested to examine how well the items discriminated between students with EBD and those without EBD in the SAED-2 normative sample. Given that each trial version performed similarly, the developers chose the version with the fewest (i.e., 10) items (Cullinan & Epstein, 2013b).
Initial studies examining the reliability and validity of scores from the EBS provide strong evidence of their psychometric properties. That is, EBS scores have strong internal consistency for students ages 5 to 11 years ($\alpha = .89$) and 12 to 17 years ($\alpha = .90$), and across race/ethnicity ($r = .87, .93$) and gender ($r = .89$) groups (Cullinan & Epstein, 2013a). In addition, research supports the interrater reliability ($r = .63$), test-retest reliability ($r = .90$), social validity, and the convergent validity ($r = .79, .87$) of scores from the EBS (Nordness, Epstein, Cullinan, & Pierce, 2014; Pierce, Lambert, & Alamer, 2016). EBS scores also demonstrate diagnostic utility in accurately classifying students with risk of EBD across age (5-17; 86%-95% classification accuracy) and gender (87% classification accuracy for females; 86%-88% classification for males) groups (Lambert, Epstein, & Cullinan, 2014; Pierce et al., 2016).

Consistent with its intended use for screening within an MTSS framework, the EBS produces an overall score that is indicative of risk for EBD. Likewise, given the importance of adequate construct representation in a screener (Glover & Albers, 2007; Kane, 2013), the EBS was also designed to assess indicators of externalizing problems (e.g., aggression, impulsivity) and internalizing difficulties (e.g., anxiety, withdrawal), given the range of difficulties students might experience. That is, items on EBS were designed to reflect a hierarchical structure in which scores are indicators of risk for EBD while assessing indicators of both externalizing and internalizing problems, as these are the constructs underlying mental health (Kamphaus et al., 2014).

In an effort to support the construct validity of EBS scores, Lambert, Epstein, Ingram, Simpson, and Bernstein (2014) investigated the factor structure of scores from the EBS with a sample of first-grade students. They found some support for the internal structure of the EBS scores, but the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) model demonstrated relatively poor fit to single-factor solution. Although the researchers suggested that the fit was adequate enough to assume a unidimensional structure based on the comparative fit index (CFI) and Tucker–Lewis index (TLI), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) fit index was greater than .10, which is widely regarded as an indicator of poor model fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Therefore, evidence of the factor structure and reliability of the items comprising the EBS is unconvincing. Moreover, a focus on the underlying factor structure of a mental health screener is essential for establishing its appropriateness for the intended purpose (Kane, 2013) and can help inform research and practice. That is, without strong support for the interpretations of the EBS (i.e., that it is both an indicator of overall emotional and behavioral risk and externalizing and internalizing difficulties) practitioners cannot confidently use it to help make data-based decisions. This is a necessary prerequisite for understanding how well the EBS classifies who is at risk and who is not at risk.

**Current Study**

Although one previous study reported evidence of the factor structure and reliability of the EBS scores (e.g., Lambert, Epstein, Ingram, et al., 2014), the factor model goodness-of-fit was poor and the study only included students in first grade. The importance of establishing a tenable measurement model for the EBS scores cannot be overstated because the measurement model serves as the “basis and rationale for arriving at the composite [scores]” (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council of Measurement in Education, 1999, p. 20), and is a prerequisite for assessing score reliability (Slaney & Maraun, 2008). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the latent structure of EBS ratings using factor analysis approaches as well as to estimate the reliability of the composite scores for a sample of elementary school students.
Method

Participants

Participants included 626 elementary students in Grades 1 to 6 rated by 37 teachers from three schools within a large school district in the Rocky Mountain region. Students ranged in age from 5 to 12 years with an average age of 8.62 years ($SD = 1.74$ years). The gender composition of the sample was similar to the national population of school-age children with slightly more females (51%) than males (49%). Most students were White (57%) or Hispanic/Latino (39%) and a majority (63%) received free or reduced-price meals. Approximately 12% of students were English learners. Each of the 37 teachers was female and teaching in an elementary (K-5) classroom at the time of the study. The teachers had a wide range of teaching experience ranging from 2 to 29 years with an average of 11.97 years teaching experience. Of the 34 teachers who reported licensure information, 32 held an elementary teacher license and two held early childhood (birth to third grade) licensure in the state in which the study was conducted.

Measure

The EBS (Cullinan & Epstein, 2013b) is a 10-item teacher-rated scale used for screening students to identify which students may be at risk of EBD. A teacher or other adult familiar with the student completes the EBS form by rating each item on a 4-point Likert-type scale ($0 = not a problem, 1 = mild problem, 2 = considerable problem, 3 = severe problem$). The 10-item ratings are summed to form a Total EBS Score (score range $= 0-30$), which is compared with a cutoff score listed on the EBS form. Consistent with evidence that approximately 20% of students have a significant mental health problem (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1999), the developers chose the 80th percentile as the cutoff point to indicate risk of EBD (Cullinan & Epstein, 2013a). A student who’s Total EBS Score exceeds the cutoff score for their age and gender is identified as “at risk.” The cutoff score for younger male students (5-11) is 5, younger female students (5-11) is 3, older male students (12-17) is 7, and older female students (12-17) is 4. The psychometric properties and diagnostic utility of the EBS scores are well established (Cullinan & Epstein, 2013a, 2013b; Lambert, Epstein, & Cullinan, 2014; Lambert, Epstein, Ingram, et al., 2014; Nordness et al., 2014; Pierce et al., 2016).

Procedures

The 37 teachers who participated in this study were asked to complete an EBS on each student in their homeroom classrooms. They were asked to complete the forms only on students who were not currently receiving special educational services for EBDs. A common identification number was used to link the two sets of scores. Each teacher was given a packet that contained enough EBS forms to rate each child in their classroom. Instructions for completing the forms were included in the packet. The teachers also completed a brief survey that asked them to provide demographic information on themselves (e.g., gender, teaching experience, licensure). Upon completing the ratings, teachers submitted their completed materials to a designated research liaison at each school. The liaison then notified the researchers when all materials were completed. Each participating teacher received remuneration of US$100.

Analysis Plan

Mplus v7.11 (Muthen & Muthen, 1998-2014) was used to fit three types of factor analysis models: (a) a single-factor CFA model, (b) an exploratory bifactor model, and (c) a confirmatory bifactor...
model (i.e., nested-factor model; general-specific model). As items were measured on a 4-point rating scale, weighted least square with mean and variance adjustments (WLSMV; also called robust WLS) was used to fit the CFA models. Missing data were negligible (<1%) and excluded from the analysis on a pairwise-present basis as is default in Mplus when using the WLSMV estimator (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2014).

Chi-square ($\chi^2$), the CFI (Bentler, 1990), the TLI (Tucker & Lewis, 1973), and the RMSEA (Steiger & Lind, 1980) were used to assess model fit. Standard cutoffs for acceptable CFI, TLI, and RMSEA are values greater than or equal to .90 for CFI and TLI (Browne & Cudeck, 1992; Hu & Bentler, 1999) and values less than .08 for RMSEA (Hu & Bentler, 1999). The DIFFTEST chi-square difference test ($\Delta \chi^2$) was used to evaluate the improvement in goodness-of-fit for the bifactor model over the single-factor model.

**Bifactor models.** The bifactor model assumes that each item response has two sources of systematic variance: (a) the general factor and (b) group factors (i.e., more narrow, specific constructs). That is, the rating for each EBS item is a function of the student’s risk of EBD and the student’s specific level of aggression, social isolation, impulsiveness, and so on. The bifactor model lends itself well to behavioral assessments because common “best” practice of assessment development is to include content heterogeneity when measuring behavioral constructs (Reise, 2012). This helps establish better content and construct validity, but can cause measurement bias when scores are used as if they are unidimensional. Assessments with any degree of content heterogeneity are by definition multidimensional (Harrison, 1986); however, the pertinent question is, are the scores “unidimensional enough” to be treated as such?

The findings from a bifactor model can be used to address the question of unidimensionality by determining the degree to which raw composite scores reflect a single common source of variability. As the variances of item responses are partitioned into common sources, the proportion of common variance attributable to the general factor can be expressed as the explained common variance (ECV) which indicates the relative “unidimensionality” of the explained variance. ECV values closer to one indicate a greater degree of unidimensionality. The degree to which assessment composite scores represent a single common source of variance is expressed as the omega hierarchical reliability coefficient (i.e., precision of the raw scores).

Omega hierarchical ($\omega_h$) reliability (McDonald, 1999; Zinbarg, Yovel, Revelle, & McDonald, 2006) was estimated based on the confirmatory bifactor model and calculated using Equation 1, where $\lambda_{i,\text{GEN}}$ is the loading for each item on the general factor, $\lambda_{i,\text{GRP}}$ is the loading for each item on its group factor, and $\theta_{i}^2$ is the error variance for each item. As the equation indicates, the $\omega_h$ coefficient includes a single variance component related to the general factor in the numerator and the total variance of scores in the denominator. Like coefficient alpha, omega hierarchical is a proportion and ranges from 0 (completely unreliable) to 1 (perfectly reliable). See McDonald (1999); Brunner, Nagy, and Wilhelm (2012); or Reise (2012) for a more thorough explanation of calculating and interpreting omega reliability estimates using parameters from CFA models.

$$\omega_h = \frac{(\sum \lambda_{i,\text{GEN}})^2}{(\sum \lambda_{i,\text{GEN}})^2 + (\sum \lambda_{i,\text{GRP}})^2 + (\sum \lambda_{i,\text{GRP}})^2 + \sum \theta_{i}^2}$$

**Results**

Goodness-of-fit indicators (i.e., chi-square, CFI, TLI, RMSEA) for the two CFA models are presented in Table 1. The chi-square difference test between the single-factor and bifactor models is also reported.
in Table 1. Factor loadings for the two models are presented in Table 2. Note that there are two sets of loadings for the bifactor model; one set for the general factor and one set for the group factors.

**Single-Factor Model**

The unidimensional model did not fit the EBS data acceptably as indicated by the RMSEA index (.119) which was considerably larger than the general cutoff of .08. Following conventional guidelines, the fit of the single-factor model is considered poor—the EBS scores are not strictly unidimensional. However, all of the factor loadings were large (>.50; see Table 2) which seems to indicate a strong single factor, yet the fit of the model was poor. This was because the source of misfit in the single-factor model was the intercorrelated residual item variances that arise due to multidimensionality (i.e., content heterogeneity of the EBS items).

In an attempt to account for the multidimensionality of the EBS ratings, we made simple modifications to the single-factor model guided by modification indices (MODINDICES). We correlated the residual variances of Items 1 and 7 because this was the largest modification index (MI = 121.74) and these two items seem to represent internalizing problems (anxious and lacks self-confidence). When allowing the residual variances of Items 1 and 7 to correlate, model fit improved ($\chi^2 (34) = 233.44, CFI = 0.990, TLI = 0.983, RMSEA = 0.097 [0.085, 0.109]$), but the fit is still considered poor, as indicated by the large RMSEA value.

**Bifactor Models**

Because the EBS does not purport to consist of subscales, there was no immediate information on the bifactor structure of the EBS scores (i.e., which items should load onto which group factors). Therefore, prior to fitting a confirmatory bifactor model, exploratory bifactor models were estimated using the exploratory factor analysis (EFA) functionality of Mplus with a bi-geomin rotation (Muthen & Muthen, 1998-2014) following recommendations by Reise, Moore, and Haviland (2010). A model with two group factors and a model with three group factors were extracted from the assessment data.

**Exploratory bifactor model.** The exploratory bifactor analyses indicated that both the two and three group factor models fit the data well (see Table 1). The loadings for the two group factor model indicated that items such as anxious ($\lambda = 0.44$), lacks self-confidence ($\lambda = 0.70$), and lacks social skills ($\lambda = 0.20$) factor together (this factor might represent internalizing or social problems) while most of the remaining items factor together (this factor might represent externalizing problems) with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Confirmatory Factor Analysis Model Fit Indicators.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmatory single factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploratory bifactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two group factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three group factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmatory bifactor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\Delta\chi^2$ for the two confirmatory models was calculated using the DIFFTEST feature in Mplus (Muthen & Muthen, 1998-2014). The degrees of freedom for the difference tests were calculated as the difference in the number of degrees of freedom between the two models being compared. CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker–Lewis index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; CI = confidence interval.

*p < .0001.
Table 2. Factor Loadings From Confirmatory Factor Analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group factor—internalizing</th>
<th>Single factor</th>
<th>Confirmatory bifactor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anxious</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacks self-confidence</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacks social skills</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group factor—externalizing</th>
<th>Single factor</th>
<th>Confirmatory bifactor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destroys things</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disrespectful</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not work well in groups</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fails to consider consequences</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gets distracted</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makes threats</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No group factor</th>
<th>Single factor</th>
<th>Confirmatory bifactor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rejected by peers</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exception of the item rejected by peers which only significantly loaded on the general factor. Although the three group factor solution represented the data very well, interpreting the meaning of the group factors was difficult. In addition, a CFA model based on the exploratory three group factor solution is not identified (i.e., there are more unknown model parameters than “pieces” of known information. Given the limitations of the three group factor solution, the two group factor model was used to develop the subsequent CFA model. It should be noted that group factors in the exploratory models are oblique (i.e., correlated) while group factors in the confirmatory model are orthogonal (i.e., uncorrelated). This difference in model specification can lead to substantial distortions in factor loadings and model fit between exploratory and confirmatory bifactor models (Finch, 2011).

**Confirmatory bifactor model.** The confirmatory bifactor model was fit with two group factors, representing internalizing and externalizing domains, and one general factor representing risk of EBD. Note that this model is a so-called “incomplete” bifactor model because not all items (i.e., rejected by peers) loaded onto a group factor (see Figure 1). The model fit the data acceptably (CFI = 0.990, TLI = 0.983, RMSEA = 0.067) and represented a statistically significant improvement in fit over the single-factor model as indicated by the chi-square difference test ($\Delta \chi^2 (9) = 192.31, p < .0001$). The ECV for the general factor was 0.74, indicating that 74% of the common variance was attributable to the general factor. This might suggest that the EBS scores might be “unidimensional enough” to treat as such when creating composite scores or when using EBS data in structural equation modeling or item response theory modeling applications (Reise et al., 2010).

**Model-based reliability.** Omega hierarchical was used to evaluate the precision in which the EBS scores represent the underlying risk of EBD—the degree to which the scale scores can be interpreted as a measure of a single factor. The omega hierarchical estimate indicates the proportion of scale score variance that is attributed to the general factor (i.e., true score) when accounting for the group factor variances. Omega hierarchical for the general factor was 0.83 suggesting that the EBS scores primarily reflect the single source of common variance and are reliable measures of the risk of emotional disturbance.
Discussion

The EBS is a recently developed brief screening instrument for identifying students who are at risk of EBD within MTSS frameworks. Although research supports the reliability and validity of EBS scores, strong evidence of the hierarchical latent structure of EBS scores has not yet been established. The purpose of this study was to (a) investigate the latent structure of scores from the EBS and (b) estimate the reliability of the composite scores with elementary students in Grades 1 through 6. Results of the factor analysis models supported a bifactor structure, indicating that scores from the EBS can be considered to represent a general factor and two group factors.

Findings from this study suggest that EBS scores can be considered univocal, even though a bifactor model fit statistically better than the single-factor model. The item-factor loadings for the single-factor model did not differ substantially from the loadings for the general factor, thus indicating that the same underlying factor is being measured by both models. In addition, the ECV estimate from the bifactor model suggested that the majority of systematic variance (74%) is attributable to the general factor. This finding is supported further by the high omega hierarchical reliability estimate (0.83) which indicated that the composite raw score primarily reflects the general factor variance. Therefore, results indicate that the overall score from the EBS reflects students’ risk of EBD. Furthermore, by using EBS scores for decision making within MTSS frameworks, practitioners may help to reduce underidentification of elementary school students at risk of EBD.

Results from this study generally support the notion that externalizing and internalizing factors underlie scores from the EBS, suggesting that this 10-item measure captures the broad range of difficulties that are indicative of emotional and behavioral problems in school-age youth. That is, when compared with the single-factor model, loadings were almost always smaller for the bifactor model, providing some evidence of bias/distortion when creating composite scores based on a single-factor model. This slight distortion in scores is caused by content heterogeneity of the assessment items. This finding is encouraging, given that the EBS was designed to be a measure of overall risk as well as externalizing and internalizing symptomology. Notably, findings supported an “incomplete” bifactor model, as there was one item (i.e., rejected by peers) that did not load onto either of the two group factors of the confirmatory bifactor model. There are two potential explanations for this finding. First, empirical evidence and theory suggests that peer rejection is associated
with both internalizing and externalizing behavior problems (Coie, Terry, Lenox, Lochman, & Hyman, 1995; Ladd, 2006; Schwartz, McFadyen-Ketchum, Dodge, Pettit, & Bates, 1998). Second, the rejected by peers item demonstrated a very high loading ($\lambda = 0.96$) onto the general factor. Thus, it could be that there was not enough residual variance left to be explained by one of the group factors. Nonetheless, findings from this study, combined with existing research (e.g., Cullinan & Epstein, 2013a; Lambert, Epstein, & Cullinan, 2014; Pierce et al., 2016) support the use scores from the EBS to identify students who are at risk of EBD.

**Limitations**

There are several potential limitations to this study that should be acknowledged. First, characteristics of this sample may limit the external validity (i.e., generalizability) of the findings of this study. For example, these data were collected from a single school district, and although the racial and ethnic diversity of the sample is reflective of region of the United States from which participants were drawn, there are differences between the demographics of the current sample and the national student population. Moreover, these data were all collected during one universal screening window. Thus, it is possible that the factor structure may differ for data collected during other time periods of the academic year. In addition, although the two factor bifactor model had the best fit to the data, that the rejected by peers item did not load onto one of the group factors could be considered a limitation because it means that the data do not strictly conform to the bifactor structure (i.e., every item has two sources of systematic variance). The item did not load onto either group factor because the variance of the item was nearly entirely explained by the general factor ($R^2 = 92.16\%$) and the limited residual variance was random. Furthermore, the assessment data had an underlying nested structure (i.e., students nested within teachers); however, the CFA models did not account for the nesting due to the anonymity of data collection procedures (i.e., we did not record which students were nested within which teachers). By not accounting for the nested structure, there is potential for bias in CFA model parameters (e.g., item thresholds and factor loadings) and model fit due to a violation of conditional independence (Pornprasertmanit, Lee, & Preacher, 2014).

**Future Research**

Findings from the current study suggest several potential avenues for future research. For instance, it is possible that the factor structure of EBS scores could vary across age groups. Thus, future research should investigate the latent structure of scores from the EBS in older students (e.g., Grades 4–6) as compared with younger students (e.g., Grades K–3). In addition, although results of this study support the bifactor structure of EBS scores, research is needed to test the measurement invariance of the bifactor model parameters across a number of groups (e.g., gender, race/ethnicity). Finally, researchers might also investigate EBS ratings using probabilistic diagnostic models (e.g., latent class analysis) with a focus on comparing diagnostics model results with the current scoring method of the EBS.
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